
MESORA - 5776 TWO STAGES IN REHABILITATING THE MESORA  

If one is a bit perceptive he would notice that the first chapter of our Parasha details two stages in the path of 
rehabilitation for the Mesora. The initial stage found in verses 2 thru 9 are instructions on how he is to ascend to a state 
of purity or tahara. In spiritual terms this means that he must attain freedom from the negative husks of impurity into 
whose hands he had fallen. As the rhetorical refrain from Iyov (14:4) "Who can produce purity from impurity." The Zohar 
(Tazria 48) explains that the term Tahor or pure is reserved for one who has exited from the aspect of impurity. The 
process elaborated on in these verses include techniques associated with the purification of the work force of the 
Leviim, Parah Adumah and the Yom Kippour service. The second stage found in verses 10 thru 20 depict the rituals 
required for one to retain this state of purity by attaching himself to holiness or Kedusha. Once he connects to the 
aspects of Kedusha it will allow him to remain pure without fear of descending back into a state of impurity without 
proper cause.  

1. IMPURITY TO PURITY 2. SANCTIFY IN ORDER TO RETAIN THIS PURITY  

This two stage service of the Mesora somewhat parallels that of the Leviim in their inauguration into the Work Force of 
the Mishkan. The main focus in the first stage is to assist the Levi to exit impurity by removing all of his bodily hair and 
thereby to be free of any access or association with impurity. Since the spiritual root of the Leviim is that of Din or 
Judgement there is a fear that negative forces would have attached to them. Therefore one of their purification rites in 
Bemidbar 8 reads "Let them go over their whole body with a Razor." The removal of bodily hair which represents the 
physical aspects where negative forces would have attached themselves to someone with a spiritual source of 
judgement. After this stage comprising the act of shaving - the Torah acknowledges that the Levi has attained or at least 
is connected to the spiritual level of Binah or Purity. As the end of verse 7 reads "Vehitaharu". This level of Purity can be 
termed the Mother of Gevura or Judgement.  The second stage found in verses 8 thru 14 would be to associate the Levi 
with Kedusha via certain rituals performed by the Kohen (Moshe) in order to attach the Purity (Binah) they have 
attained to the spiritual Holiness (Hokhma). All this in order for purity not to fall into impurity. The duties of the Leviim 
included the transport of the dismantled Mishkan and vessels after they were covered by the Kohanim. Their tasks did 
not require them to be fully sanctified rather only purified. Once purified they were to attach to Kedusha so they can 
retain an association with this lofty state of Binah (Purity).  

KOHANIM - KEDUSHA - HOKHMA  

The Kohanim have a spiritual root of Hesed or Kindness. They were inaugurated in their service in the Mishkan to be 
associated with a higher level called Hokhma. This level which stands above is synonymous with Kedusha or the spiritual 
father of Hesed. In chapter 8 of Sefer Vayikra we find no mention of Purity as a goal in the detail rituals to elevate them 
spiritually. Rather the ceremony was exclusively to endow the Kohanim with Kedusha - Holiness or as noted earlier with 
the spiritual level called Hokhma. This included the application of the anointing oil and blood from the "Holy" korbanot 
onto their right extremities. All this to endow them with spiritual propensity to perform the service and to remain in the 
"presence of Hashem". The Kohanim with their root in Hesed which is associated with the "spiritual right side" would 
assist the Mesora in his ascent out of impurity to purity and to endow him with Kedusha  so that he can retain the 
spiritual level of Purity or Binah. As Binah requires its connection with Hokhma to retain its lofty position of purity.  

PURIFYING THE MESORA - STAGE 1 - A. BINDING THE MATERIALS B. SENDING AWAY THE LIVE BIRD C. SHAVING BODILY 
HAIR  

The apparent recovery from the condition of Sara'at was brought to the attention of the Kohen. After his visit he 
ascertains that indeed the Mesorah had been healed of the affliction and is ready to ascend out of impurity into purity. 
He instructs two live birds, cedar wood, crimson wool and hyssop to be taken. One of the birds is slaughtered allowing 
its blood to fall into an earthenware vessel which has spring water.  



A. The remaining live bird along with the other materials are bound and dipped into the water blood mixture... The 
Zohar (Mesora 53) details the parallel of these materials with their spiritual counterparts above. Evidently  their 
unification or binding into a single unit allows the Mesorah to elevate from the state of disunity that he caused himself 
to descend into. Interestingly R. SR Hirsch associates the binding of the materials for the Mesora with the binding of the 
4 Minim of Sukkot. If we associate what the Talmud records (Sukka 38) that the bound minim had been considered by 
one of the Rabbis as a weapon in the eye of the Satan. So here we can claim the binding has a similar effect of unity 
which weakens the forces of disunity or the side of impurity.  

B. The live bird is sent away -.. Into the open field - It is related in Torat Kohanim - "This means that he is not to stand in 
Yaffo (on the sea) and let it go into the sea. Nor is he to stand in Gabbath (a city on edge of the desert) and let it go into 
the desert. " The Ramban notes that it is important to take heed to the law that the bird not be let go into the sea or 
desert. Noting therefore that the reason why it is sent into the open field is like the secret of the goat sent to Azazel 
(16:10) except that there it is sent into the wilderness and here it is sent to the flying (destructive spirits) of the field. 
Hence we can conclude that according to Ramban's view the sending of the twin bird into the open field is a process 
associated with removing any destructive forces that might hamper the Mesora's exit out of impurity. Similar to the twin 
goat being sent out with the sins of Israel into the wilderness.  

C. This is followed by the shaving of the bodily hair and immersion in the Mikve. After seven days during which the 
Mesora can enter into the city walls but not his home he is then shaved a second time washing his body and clothing in a 
Mikve. It is apparent that there exists a parallel here with the purification rites of the Leviim. In that they too require the 
removal of all their  body hair to finally be considered Tahor! This concludes stage one as the Torah only at this point 
renders the Mesora -  Pure!  

RETAINING PURITY THRU HOLINESS - THE SECOND STAGE OF THE PROCESS  

On the eighth day three sheep along with a flour offering and oil are brought "before God" at the Ohel Mo'ed. This is the 
place in the Mishkan called Kodesh. The ceremony concludes with the blood of the required sheep (asham) offering 
applied to the right ear lob, right thumb and right big toe of the Mesora. This was done in a manner mimicking the 
applications to the Kohen's right side extremities during his inauguration into the Kodesh. The right side is synonymous 
with the side of Hesed - an extension of Hokhma or Kedusha. This is followed by the anointing oil applied onto the same 
areas. This completes the Mesora's connection to the Kodesh -; not to be Holy as the Kohanim but rather to retain a 
level of purity. As we noted earlier the intent of these final rituals being to connect his newly attained Purity (Binah) to 
Holiness so that the former will not fall back unwittingly into Impurity.  

Shabbat Shalom 
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